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Agenda

• Introduction to JDAs

• Patent ownership allocation

– Ownership based on inventorship

– Ownership based on the subject matter

– Joint ownership

• Contract considerations

• Antitrust considerations

– U.S.

– Abroad

• Best practices
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Introduction to JDAs

• What is a Joint Development Agreement (JDA)?

– Contract under which two or more parties work together 

to develop a new product or technology

– Each party is bringing something to table:

• Technology

• Expertise

• Funding

• Resources

– Different from a Joint Venture

• Joint Venture typically involves creation of new corporate entity 

in which ownership is shared by the parties.

• While not the same as a JDA, it does have similar features
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Introduction to JDAs

• Why enter into a JDA?

– Sharing of costs 

– Sharing risk of failure

– Party may lack ability to proceed with development on 

its own. 

– Party may need access to other’s technology to continue 

development

• Why not enter into a JDA?

– Sharing of results

– Providing access to IP to third parties

– Difficult issues regarding IP ownership 
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Patent Ownership Allocation
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Patent Ownership Allocation

• Typically, IP in JDA’s is divided into two 

categories:

– Background IP

• IP created before the agreement

• IP created during the term of the agreement but outside of and 

independent from the joint development

– Foreground IP

• IP created as part of the joint development
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Patent Ownership Allocation

• Background IP

– Typically, each party retains ownership of its own 

Background IP during and after the term of the JDA

• Licenses will generally be granted to perform work under the 

JDA

– Need to clearly identify your Background IP to avoid 

later arguments over whether something is Background 

IP or Foreground IP

• Include non-exclusive list of important background IP where 

possible

• File applications on background IP before beginning project to 

establish prior ownership
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Patent Ownership Allocation

• Foreground IP

– Need to address ownership in agreement

• Otherwise default rules will apply on country-by-country basis

– Ownership possibilities

• One party owns everything (rare)

• Ownership based on inventorship

• Ownership based on subject matter
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Patent Ownership Allocation

• Ownership based on inventorship

– Each party owns their solely invented IP 

– Jointly developed IP is jointly owned

• Issues to consider

– What country’s laws of inventorship apply?

– Who determines inventorship?

– What if there is a dispute?

• One party claims sole inventorship and other party claims joint 

inventorship.

• Who decides?

– Disclosure of all new inventions?
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Patent Ownership Allocation

• Ownership based on subject matter

– Each Party owns all IP relating to particular subject 

matter regardless of inventorship

• Issues to consider

– Definition of subject matter areas is key

– Who determines if invention is in a particular subject 

matter area?

– What if there is a dispute? 

– What happens if invention overlaps both subject matter 

areas?
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Patent Ownership Allocation

• Combination of approaches

– Ownership based on subject matter 

– But if IP overlaps both subject matter areas, then 

ownership is based on inventorship
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Joint Ownership

• Almost every ownership allocation scenario still 

results in some IP being jointly owned

• If joint ownership is a possibility, need to address:

– filing, prosecution, and maintenance

• Who controls? 

• Who pays?

• Any input by non-controlling party?

– use by the parties

• Each party free to exploit?

• Any accounting?

– licensing and assignment

• Accounting to each party? 

• Consent required?
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Joint Ownership

• If joint ownership is a possibility, need to address:

– Enforcement

• Who controls? Can you force other party to join?

– Lucent Technologies, Inc. v. Gateway, Inc. 543 F.3d 710 

(Fed. Cir. 2008) – joint development agreement deprived 

patent owner of standing to sue

• Who pays?

• Share of recovery?

– Defense (e.g., IPRs, oppositions)

• Who controls? What if tied to enforcement?

• Who pays?
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Joint Ownership

• Other issues to consider

– Rights after termination

– Impact on patentability of solely owned patents
• 35 U.S.C. 102 (b)(2)(C) – “A disclosure shall not be prior art to a claimed invention under 

subsection (a)(2) if…the subject matter disclosed and the claimed invention, not later than 

the effective filing date of the claimed invention, were owned by the same person or subject 

to an obligation of assignment to the same person.”

• 35 U.S.C. 102(c) – “Subject matter disclosed and a claimed invention shall be deemed to 

have been owned by the same person or subject to an obligation of assignment to the same 

person in applying the provisions of subsection (b)(2)(C) if—

– (1)  the subject matter disclosed was developed and the claimed invention was made 

by, or on behalf of, 1 or more parties to a joint research agreement that was in effect 

on or before the effective filing date of the claimed invention;

– (2) the claimed invention was made as a result of activities undertaken within the 

scope of the joint research agreement; and

– (3) the application for patent for the claimed invention discloses or is amended to 

disclose the names of the parties to the joint research agreement.
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Your Presenter

D. Brian Kacedon is a partner in our Washington, D.C. office
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transactional experience.
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JDA’s are Contracts

▪ Consequently, all the usual contractual considerations 

come into play

▪ These include:

▪Governed by state law (patent law exception)

▪This is usually common law (Restatement of Contracts)

▪Contract interpretation rules apply:

▪Consideration

▪ Intent of the parties

▪Parole evidence

•2



Patent  law considerat ions

▪ Inventorship

▪ Ownership

▪ Not the same thing

▪ Complications from parties acting jointly

▪ Joint development  joint inventorship

▪ Each party may have pre-existing IP 

▪ Trade secret disclosure and confidentiality concerns

▪ Joint ownership of program IP = each party can 

independently make/use/sell and license

▪ Need to identify all parties (affiliates, related companies)
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Def in ing considerat ions

▪ The subject matter

▪ What each party has done before the JDA

▪ What IP is associated therewith

▪ Goals/end-products (what will be sold)

▪ The parties and any related companies, subsidiaries, etc.

▪ Assignments from all named inventors

▪ Access each party gets to this information

▪ Confidentiality agreements for this information
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Licensing considerat ions

▪Provisions of 35 U.S.C. § 262: each owner can 

license/exploit the patent without any responsibility for 

getting permission from the other owner or share 

proceeds 

▪License = contract, so terms are negotiable between the 

parties

▪Opportunity to negotiate terms regarding royalties, 

performance milestones, confidentiality, IP assets 

(existing and to be achieved under JDA)
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JDA terms and condit ions

•6

Term Characteristics

Definitions e.g., party IP, affiliated companies, field of use

Initial conditions Status quo before JDA initiated regarding technology

Development plan Structure of scientific team(s)

Commercial agreement Party commercial rights and responsibilities 

Program management Management control, steering committee(s)

IP matters Define party IP and joint IP, including trade secrets

Confidentiality Scope, obligations, exceptions, liability

Mutual protections Party representations and warranties

Indemnification Agreed-to distribution of liabilities

Limitations Regarding liabilities and disclaimers

Term and termination Termination events, obligations and rights

Dispute resolution Formalities to avoid litigation

General Force majeure, governing law, assignment rights



Timing considerat ions

▪ Defines date when JDA commences (important to define 

when joint activities and IP begin); can be a gray area if 

there are pre-JDA negotiations/planning meetings, etc.

▪ Little Red Hen effect: best to get the terms decided before 

any of the plans come to fruition, motivations may change

▪ Define how long any cross-licensing of party IP lasts, 

particularly if it is needed for joint IP

▪ Define diligence periods (or they can go on forever)

▪ Post-termination rights and activities (to avoid one party 

proceeding to commercialize and the other party 

disputing whether the product should be part of the JDA)

•7



Enforcement  cons idera t ions

▪ Enforcement of joint IP and obligations to do so 

(necessary parties)

▪ Benefits of having joint IP assigned to one party (or have 

party A inventors assign to party B who then assigns to 

party A) to avoid jurisdictional disputes or gamesmanship

▪ Can also avoid obviousness-type double patenting 

issues (where patents must remain co-owned; licenses 

don’t count)

▪ Also important post-termination (whether terminated for 

cause/breach or project expires/is abandoned) and 

particularly regarding trade secrets and their use

•8



IP  cons idera t ions

▪ Joint development entails technology/IP from each party 

▪ Usually includes party IP from each party + joint IP

▪ Important to have inventorship properly determined 

(which can be difficult for each party individually)

▪ Structure of scientific effort can be helpful; should party A 

have one expertise set and party B another can use that 

(and individual party IP) to make distinctions

▪ And then that can be the basis for ownership, royalties, 

obligations, licensing, etc.

▪ Ownership can follow inventorship but alternative 

arrangements can be beneficial 

•9



Commerc ia l  cons idera t ions

▪ “Who decides?” (control) can be an issue

▪ Entirely equal party control of commercialization ideal but 

may be unrealistic depending on parties

▪ Scientific team can provide input on what has/can be done 

while joint management team assesses commercial 

realities

▪ The “yours/mine/ours” aspect of IP and licensing 

arrangements regarding same can be important – can 

create difficulties if the balance is disrupted unless 

contribution can be related to compensation

▪ Can be important where products have differential 

use/coverage of party vs. joint IP 
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Term and  te rminat ion

▪ Termination can be indeterminate, based on whether or 

not technology and commercialization is feasible within a 

timeframe acceptable to the parties

▪ While can be on “a date certain” the inflexibility of such an 

arrangement can be self-defeating

▪ An important part of any termination schedule or regime 

are terms that avoid manipulation, such as agreeing to 

terminate and then continuing to pursue the project

▪ Also involves investment risk (to the extent it is not equal)

▪ Follow-on IP issues can arise (particularly where one 

party’s IP/trade secrets necessary for future products)
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N i p p o n  S h i n y a k u  v .  S a r e p t a  T h e r a p e u t i c s  
( F e d .  C i r .  2 0 2 2 )  

▪ Federal Circuit held forum selection clause can waive 

right to bring IPR before PTAB

▪ “Broadly worded” clause the issue

▪ In this case the clause was in a confidentiality agreement 

related to a failed co-marketing arrangement between the 

parties

▪ Covenant not to sue included actions before PTAB

▪ Statutory right to proceed under AIA can be abandoned  

by contract

▪ Trap for the unwary: forum selection clauses can be part 

of ”boilerplate” and focused on “where” instead of “what”
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K a n n u u  P t y  v .  S a m s u n g  E l e c t r o n i c s  ( F e d .  
C i r .  2 0 2 1 )  

▪ Contrary precedent: Federal Circuit held forum selection 

clause did waive right to bring IPR before PTAB

▪ JDA to incorporate Kannuu remote search-and-

navigation technology into Samsung media players

▪ Term: 

▪ Any legal action, suit, or proceeding arising out of or relating to 

this Agreement or the transactions contemplated hereby must be 

instituted exclusively in a court of competent jurisdiction, federal or 

state, located within the Borough of Manhattan, City of New York, 

State of New York and in no other jurisdiction.

▪ No agreement ever resulted from negotiations

▪ IPRs not related to clause and not barred
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S i o n y x  v .  H a m a m a t s u  P h o t o n i c s  ( F e d .  C i r .  
2 0 2 2 )  

▪ Confidential disclosure under NDA can result in 

ownership of patents by receiving party

▪ Even when receiving party’s inventors contribute

▪ Not co-ownership: breach of NDA results in disclosing 

party owning patents outright (including foreign rights)

▪ Which entitled Sionyx to injunction against recipient party

▪ NDA provisions regarding ownership of disclosed 

information played a part in outcome

▪ Notwithstanding inventive activity by recipient party 

employees amounting to inventorship
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L o n e  S t a r  S i l i c o n  I n n o v a t i o n s  v .  N a n y a  
T e c h n o l o g y  ( F e d .  C i r .  2 0 1 9 )  

▪ Original assignee AMD assigned “all right, title and 

interest” to Lone Star yet the assignment contained 

limitations on Lone Star’s right to enforce them

▪ Limited to specific defendants (“unlicensed 3rd parties”)

▪ AMD retained right to license any other parties sued by 

Lone Star

▪ Also could prevent assignment by Lone Star and shared 

“monetization efforts”

▪ Under these circumstances, Federal Circuit reversed 

dismissal of Lone Star’s complaint but held AMD a 

necessary party subject to Rule 19 joinder 
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A n t e n n a S y s  v .  A Q R Y  T e c h n o l o g i e s  ( F e d .  
C i r .  2 0 2 0 )  

▪ AntennaSys granted AQRY, a subsidiary of Windmill, an 

exclusive license to its patents related to Windmill’s 

portable antenna positioning technology

▪ Provided that under circumstances that arose here 

(deficient royalty payments) the license non-exclusive

▪ AntennaSys sued AQRY and district court held for AQYR

▪ Federal Circuit vacated, directing on remand that district 

court determine whether AntennaSys could sue AQRY

▪ Question of whether Windmill had waived § 262 provision 

that each co-owner can practice independently 

▪ Also whether an express or implied license to AQRY
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B A S F  P l a n t  S c i e n c e  v .  C S I R O  ( F e d .  C i r .  
2 0 2 0 )  

▪ Complicated series of licensed and co-development 

agreements between parties (CSIRO = Australian govt.)

▪ CSIRO assignee of multiple patents on eicosapentaenoic 

acid (EPA) and docosahexaenoic acid (DHA) production 

methods (in bacteria) to be used in salmon farming

▪ BASF had practiced commercially useful embodiments

▪ After failed licensing attempts, BASF filed DJ, CSIRO 

asserted infringement of 6 patents

▪ BASF asserted (co-)ownership of the asserted patents 

through co-development agreement with CSIRO

▪ Federal Circuit found no co-ownership of these patents

•17



P o l y z e n  v .  R a d i a d y n e  ( F e d .  C i r .  2 0 1 7 )  

•18

  provisions would survive termination

▪ Also stated that the confidentiality and IP assignment

  Polyzen and which to Radiadyne

▪ Agreement parsed out what technology belonged to

  agreement, identified “Radiadyne Product”

▪ Followed by Development and Commercialization

  patent or trade secret . . . granted to the other party”

▪ Agreement stated that “no right or license under any

  Polyzen under confidentiality agreement

▪ Defendant had idea for balloon catheter, disclosed to



P o l y z e n  v .  R a d i a d y n e  ( E . D . N . C .  2 0 1 7 )  

▪ Polyzen filed patent application, did not tell defendant

▪ Polyzen also subcontracted production to third party, 

disclosing Radiadyne design

▪ Named Polyzen employees as inventors

▪ Patents issued in due course, Polyzen sued defendant 

and defendant counterclaimed for breach of contract, 

fraud, unfair competition, conversion, among other CoAs

▪ Defendant also moved to dismiss for lack of standing, co-

ownership, and non-consent to the suit (against them)

▪ District court held that it lacked jurisdiction on this basis

▪ Federal Circuit affirmed (Rule 36)
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Q u e s t i o n s ?  

•20
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Antitrust Considerations
Allocating Patent Ownership In 
Joint Development Agreements 
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Disclaimer

The purpose of this presentation is to provide educational 
and informational content and is not intended to provide 

legal services or legal advice. The opinions, views and other 
statements expressed by the presenter are solely those of 

the presenter and do not necessarily represent those of the 
speaker’s firm or of Strafford.
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“Hope is not a 
strategy.”

- Vince Lombardi
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Antitrust Law

What are antitrust laws,

and

why do we care?
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What are Antitrust Laws?

Antitrust Laws

establish rules of the competitive marketplace

aspire to preserve free and unfettered competition

regulate of the concentration of economic power, particularly with 
regard to monopolies, and other anticompetitive practices

-----------------------------------------------
exist in both Federal and State statues
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Antitrust Laws | Overview

Three (3) Primary Federal Antitrust Statutes:
Sherman Act

• Section 1: prohibits "every contract, combination, or conspiracy in restraint of trade"
• Section 2: prohibits any "monopolization, attempted monopolization, or conspiracy or 

combination to monopolize“
Clayton Act

• Regulates mergers and acquisitions in combination with the guidelines published by the 
Department of Justice and the Federal Trade Commission.

FTC Act
• prohibits "unfair methods of competition in or affecting commerce and unfair or deceptive 

acts or practices in or affecting commerce," which includes any conduct that would violate 
the Sherman Act or the Clayton Act
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Antitrust Laws | Overview

Federal Enforcement

1. Federal Trade Commission (FTC)

2. Department of Justice (DOJ)

• FTC & DOJ work cooperatively

• Only FTC enforces FTC Act

• Only DOJ can pursue criminal sanctions
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Antitrust Laws | Overview

Evaluating Restraints of Trade (Competition)

Per se illegal
• requires no further inquiry into the practice's actual effect on the 

market or the intentions of those individuals who engaged in the 
practice

• Includes: price fixing, bid-rigging, horizontal customer allocation, and 
territorial allocation agreements

Rule of Reason
• illegal if unreasonably restricting trade
• balances pro-competitive and anti-competitive effects
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Antitrust Laws | Overview

Horizontal vs. Vertical Agreements

Horizontal Agreements
– between competitors

Vertical Agreements
– between sellers and downstream buyers (supply/distrib. chain)
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Antitrust Laws | Overview

Sherman Act, Section 1:

• Vertical Agreements

• analyzed under the Rule of Reason

• Horizontal Agreements

• Per se illegal – agreements between competitors to:

• price fixing (when raising, depressing, fixing, pegging, or stabilizing the price)

• boycott another competitor (except when the defendant is a joint venture, as a joint venture can 
refuse to admit another member unless it has a substantial market share and no legitimate 
business reasons for the refusal) 

• customer or territorial allocation

• Rule of Reason

• if the agreement is ancillary or the agreement creates a new product 

• where the defendants are the sub-companies of the same parent company
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Antitrust Laws | Overview

Sherman Act, Section 2:
• Legal - obtaining a monopoly by superior products, innovation, or business acumen

• Illegal - to monopolize or attempt to monopolize (to obtain or attempt to obtain market power through 
exclusionary or predatory acts )

• Exclusionary or predatory (anticompetitive) conduct includes: 

• exclusive dealing; tying; predatory pricing; refusals to deal.
• Illegal if:

• market power in the relative market (market share; usually 50% or more sales); or, specific intent to 
monopolize + dangerous probability of attaining market power

• anticompetitive conduct

• Monopolist = significant and durable market power

• Market power = the ability profitably to maintain prices above, or output below, competitive levels for a 
significant period of time.
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Antitrust Laws | why do we care?

Why Do We Care About Antitrust Laws?
Terms in JDAs may give rise to antitrust violations

Joint Development Agreements

• an agreement between parties (Sherman Act, Section 1)
• especially concerning is between competitors (horizontal)

• if one party is a monopolist, terms of agreement can improperly 
obtain/maintain market power (Sherman Act, Section 2)

• Terms that can restrain trade or may be anticompetitive without sufficient 
procompetitive justifications:
• in the allocation & licensing of developed IP
• other terms of the “deal”
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Antitrust Laws

Antitrust Concerns with JDAs
Participation by monopolist (see Sherman Act, Section 2)

Licensing & Terms of Agreement

Collaboration Amongst Competitors
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Antitrust Laws | Licensing of IP

Licensing of IP

DOJ/FTC – Antitrust Guidelines for the Licensing of Intellectual Property

• Created in 1995, Updated in 2017

• to assist those who need to predict whether the Agencies will challenge a 
practice as anticompetitive
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Antitrust Laws | Licensing of IP

IP/Antitrust Laws
common purpose of promoting innovation and enhancing consumer welfare 

IP Laws
• provide incentives for innovation and its dissemination and 

commercialization by establishing enforceable property rights for creators.

Antitrust Laws
• promote innovation and consumer welfare by prohibiting certain actions 

that may harm competition

15



Antitrust Laws | Licensing of IP

DOJ/FTC Guiding Principles

No presumption that a patent, copyright, or trade secret 
necessarily confers market power upon its owner. 

Why? There will often be sufficient actual or potential close substitutes 
for such product, process, or work to prevent the exercise of market 
power
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Antitrust Laws | Licensing of IP

DOJ/FTC Guiding Principles (cont’d)

Even if an IP right does confer market power, that market 
power does not by itself offend the antitrust laws. 

Why?  As with any other asset that enables its owner to obtain 
significant supracompetitive profits, market power (or even a monopoly) 
that is solely “a consequence of a superior product, business acumen, or 
historic accident” does not violate the antitrust laws.
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Antitrust Laws | Licensing of IP

Antitrust “Safety Zone”
FTC/DOJ provide some degree of certainty to encourage licensing

because licensing arrangements often promote innovation and enhance 
competition

Defined (for goods market):
Absent extraordinary circumstances, the Agencies will not challenge a restraint in 
an IP licensing arrangement if:

(1) the restraint is not facially anticompetitive and 
(2) the licensor and its licensees collectively account for no more than twenty 
percent (20%) of each relevant market significantly affected by the restraint.

* not applicable to transfers of IP rights to which a merger analysis is applied
** diff. def’s for R&D market (4+ entities) and for technology market (4+ technologies) 18



Antitrust Laws | Licensing of IP

Grantbacks
when a licensee extends to the licensor of IP the right to use 

the licensee’s improvements to the licensed technology

Procompetitive Benefits: permits the licensee and licensor to share risks and reward the 
licensor for making possible further innovation based on or informed by the licensed 
technology, which promotes innovation and the subsequent licensing (dissemination) of the 
results; most beneficial when grantback is non-exclusive; may be necessary to ensure that 
licensor is not prevented from effectively competing when denied access to improvements 
developed with its own technology

Anticompetitive Effects: if they substantially reduce the licensee’s incentives to engage in R&D 
and thereby limit rivalry

Evaluating:
• Rule of Reason
• Key considerations:  whether licensor has market power in relevant technology or R&D market; don’t want 

to see lack of incentive for licensee to invest and innovate
19



Antitrust Laws | Licensing of IP

Exclusivity – Exclusive License
(1) in its entirety, or (2) limited, such as to certain territory or field of use

Procompetitive Benefits:  
• enable licensor to price more efficiently and promote efficient commercialization of its IP
• incentive to license broadly by providing a mechanism through which the licensor can keep for itself the 

use of its technology in selected applications while licensing out other uses
• incentive for the licensee to invest in technology by protecting it from free-riding by the licensor or other 

licensees

Anticompetitive Effects:  
• when employed by actual or potential competitors with the effect of restricting access to competing 

technology, preventing licensees from developing their own competing technologies, or facilitating market 
allocation or price-fixing for any product or service supplied by the licensees

Primary Concerns:
• amongst competitors (horizontal)
• exclusivity with cross-licenses, grantbacks, acquisition of IP rights

Safety – do not employ with competitors; employ non-exclusive license (vertical or horizontal)
20



Antitrust Laws | Licensing of IP

Exclusivity – Exclusive Dealing
preventing/restraining licensee from licensing, selling, distributing, or using 

competing technologies
How Achieved?

• expressly
• by other provisions, such as compensation terms or other economic incentives

Anticompetitive Effects
foreclosing access to, or increase competitors’ costs of obtaining, important 
inputs, or facilitate coordination to raise price or reduce output. 

Procompetitive Effects
preventing the licensee from dealing in other technologies may encourage the 
licensee to develop and market the licensed technology or specialized 
applications of that technology.
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Antitrust Laws

Exclusive Supply or Purchase Agreements
• Exclusive supply contracts prevent a supplier from selling inputs to another 

buyer. 

• Exclusive purchase contracts require a dealer to sell the products of only one 
manufacturer.

Procompetitive benefits:
• ensure supply sources or sales outlets, reduce contracting costs, or create dealer 

loyalty  
• as between manufacturers and suppliers or manufacturers and dealers, improve 

competition among the brands of different manufacturers (interbrand
competition)

Monopolist.  When a firm is a monopolist, the focus shifts to whether those 
contracts impede efforts of new firms to break into the market or of smaller 
existing firms to expand their presence. 22



Antitrust Laws | Licensing of IP

Horizontal Restraints

Procompetitive Effects
licensing arrangements among such competitors may promote rather than 
hinder competition if they result in integrative efficiencies, such as, for example, 
from the realization of economies of scale and the integration of complementary 
research and development, production, and marketing capabilities.

Evaluating
• per se illegal: price-fixing, allocation of markets or customers, agreements to 

reduce output, and certain group boycotts

• Rule of Reason otherwise
23



Antitrust Laws | Licensing of IP

Tying Arrangements
• an agreement by a party to sell one product . . . on the condition that the buyer also 

purchases a different or tied product, or at least agrees that he will not purchase that [tied] 
product from any other supplier 

• conditioning the ability of a licensee to license one or more items of IP on the licensee’s 
purchase of another item of IP or a good or a service has been held in some cases to 
constitute illegal tying 

• anticompetitive effects with significant efficiencies and procompetitive benefits may result

Evaluating:
• Rule of Reason (when involving IP)
• Likely challenged if: (1) the seller has market power in the tying product, (2) the arrangement 

has an adverse effect on competition in the relevant market for the tying product or the tied 
product, and (3) efficiency justifications for the arrangement do not outweigh the 
anticompetitive effects. 24
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Package Licensing

licensing multiple items of IP in a single license or in a group of related licenses

• A form of tying: if licensing of IP is conditioned upon licensing of other IP

• Procompetitive benefits: efficiency enhancing (e.g., when multiple licenses are 
needed to use any single item of IP)
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Cross-Licensing and Pooling Arrangements
agreements of two or more owners of different items of intellectual property to license one another or 

third parties

• Procompetitive benefits: promotes dissemination of technology, integrating complementary 
technologies, reducing transaction costs (exploiting economies of scale), clearing blocking positions, 
and avoiding costly infringement litigation; 

• Anticompetitive effects: collective price or output restraints in pooling arrangements, such as the 
joint marketing of pooled IP rights with collective price setting or coordinated output restrictions; 
deterring or discouraging participants from engaging in research and development, thus retarding 
innovation (e.g., have to license to all at low rate); when the arrangement includes a large fraction of 
the potential research and development in a research and development market

• May be unlawful: (1) if not contributing to an efficiency-enhancing integration of economic activity 
among participating firms; (2) if, in the relevant market, excluding others when (A) participants have 
collective market power and (B) excluded firms cannot effectively compete for the good incorporating 
the licensed technologies. 

• Per Se Rule: if a mechanism to achieve naked price fixing or market division
26
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Price Maintenance
Minimum Resale Price Maintenance (RPM)
a vertical pricing arrangement in which a manufacturer requires its resellers to 
agree to sell the manufacturer’s products at or above a specified minimum price

In the IP context, when a licensor conditions a license on the resale price of the 
product or service employing the licensed technology.

Evaluating:
• Federal: Rule of Reason
• State: Rule of Reason, but illegal per se in some states (e.g., Cal. & Maryland)
• Horizontal cartel: per se illegal
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Acquisition of Intellectual Property Rights
Evaluating:

• Certain transfers of IP are analyzed as mergers

• under Clayton Act (Section 7), Sherman Act (Sections 1 and 2), and FTC Act (Section 5)

• Clayton Act (Section 7) prohibits mergers if “in any line of commerce or in any activity affecting 
commerce in any section of the country, the effect of such acquisition may be substantially to lessen 
competition, or to tend to create a monopoly.”

• see FTC/DOJ 2010 Horizontal Merger Guidelines 

• Merger analysis employed when:

• for an outright sale of all rights in IP, or

• obtaining an exclusive license for IP through a grant, sale, or other transfer an exclusive license
28
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Collaboration Amongst Competitors

FTC/DOJ – Antitrust Guidelines for Collaborations Amongst Competitors

• Created in 2000

• to assist those who need to predict whether the Agencies will challenge 
collaborations amongst competitors as anticompetitive
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Definitions
“Competitors”
encompass both actual and potential competitors

“Competitor Collaboration”
comprises a set of one or more agreements, other than merger 
agreements, between or among competitors to engage in economic 
activity, and the economic activity resulting therefrom

Competitor collaborations involve one or more business activities, such 
as research and development (“R&D”), production, marketing, 
distribution, sales or purchasing.  Information sharing and various trade 
association activities also may take place through competitor 
collaborations 30
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Evaluating Agreements
Rule of Reason vs. Per Se Illegal

Per Se Illegal

• those agreements that always or almost always tends to raise price or to reduce 
output  

• types of agreements amongst competitors:

• fixing prices or output

• rig bids

• share or divide markets by allocating customers, suppliers, territories, or 
lines of commerce
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Evaluating Agreements
Rule of Reason vs. Per Se Illegal

Rule of Reason

• to determine their overall competitive effect

• analysis focuses on the state of competition with, as compared to without, the 
relevant agreement

• “central question” --- whether the relevant agreement likely harms competition 
by increasing the ability or incentive profitably to raise price above or reduce 
output, quality, service, or innovation below what likely would prevail in the 
absence of the relevant agreement
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Potential Procompetitive Benefits
• enable participants to offer goods or services that are cheaper, more valuable 

to consumers, or brought to market faster

• allow its participants to better use existing assets

• provide incentives for participants to make output-enhancing investments

• efficiency gains
• often stem from combinations of different capabilities or resources

• attainment of scale or scope economies beyond the reach of any single participant

• lower prices, improve quality, or bring new products to market faster
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Potential Anticompetitive Harms
• increasing the ability or incentive profitably to raise price above or reduce 

output, quality, service, or innovation below what likely would prevail in the 
absence of the relevant agreement

• How achieved?
• limit independent decision making or combine the control of, or financial interests in, 

production, key assets, or decisions regarding price, output, or other competitively 
sensitive variables, or may otherwise reduce the participants’ ability or incentive to 
compete independently

• facilitate explicit or tacit collusion through facilitating practices such as the exchange or 
disclosure of competitively sensitive information or through increased market 
concentration 
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Factors Relevant to the Ability and Incentive of the Participants and 
the Collaboration to Compete

• Exclusivity – non-exclusivity promotes competition

• Control over Assets – supply to collaboration can reduce ability to compete 

• Financial Interests in Collaboration or Other Participants – more interest, less chance for 
independent competition

• Control of the Collaboration’s Competitively Significant Decision Making – the more 
control, the less chance for independent competition

• Likelihood of Anticompetitive Information Sharing – employ safeguards

• Duration of the Collaboration - shorter duration, competition more likely
35
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Research & Development (R&D) Collaborations
• Most are procompetitive, and they typically are analyzed under the rule of reason

• by combination of complementary assets, technology, or know-how, participants 
more quickly or more efficiently research and develop new or improved goods, 
services, or production processes

• But can create or increase market power or facilitate its exercise
• by limiting independent decision making or by combining in the collaboration, or 

in certain participants, control over competitively significant assets or all or a 
portion of participants’ individual competitive R&D efforts

• Exercise of market power – reduces innovation and/or competition
• “Central Question” --- whether the agreement increases the ability or incentive 

anticompetitively to reduce R&D efforts pursued independently or through the 
collaboration (market power increases ability)

• Relevant Markets – incl. goods, technology, and innovation (R&D) markets
36
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Safety Zones

Because competitor collaborations are often procompetitive, the Agencies 
believe that  “safety zones” are useful in order to encourage such activity

Two Safety Zones:

• Safety Zone for Competitor Collaborations in General

• Safety Zone for Research and Development Competition Analyzed in Terms 
of Innovation Markets
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Safety Zone for Competitor Collaborations in General
• Absent extraordinary circumstances, the Agencies do not challenge a 

competitor collaboration when the market shares of the collaboration and 
its participants collectively account for no more than twenty percent (20 %) 
of each relevant market in which competition may be affected. 

• The safety zone does not apply to agreements that are per se illegal, or that 
would be challenged without a detailed market analysis, or to competitor 
collaborations to which a merger analysis is applied.
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Safety Zone for Research and Development Competition Analyzed in 
Terms of Innovation Markets

• Absent extraordinary circumstances, the Agencies do not challenge a 
competitor collaboration on the basis of effects on competition in an 
innovation market where three or more (3+) independently controlled research 
efforts in addition to those of the collaboration possess the required specialized 
assets or characteristics and the incentive to engage in R&D that is a close 
substitute for the R&D activity of the collaboration.  

• The antitrust safety zone does not apply to agreements that are per se illegal, 
or that would be challenged without a detailed market analysis, or to 
competitor collaborations to which a merger analysis is applied.
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International Considerations
• Laws vary internationally

• Need to consult local counsel to determine proper agreement 
structure

• European Union (via EC) – technology transfer guidelines & safe 
harbors, recently updated Vertical Guidelines and Vertical Block 
Exemption Regulation (VBER), Horizontal Guidelines set to expire Dec. 
2022

• UK – has/implementing own regulations

• AU – removed “IP exception” in 2019, now anticompetitive terms not 
protected
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Summary
• Monopolist – be careful

• Horizontal Agreements – can receive higher scrutiny

• Per Se Violations – be mindful

• Consider operating within Antitrust Safety Zones

• Consult FTC/DOJ’s: 
1. Antitrust Guidelines for the Licensing of Intellectual Property (2017)

2. Antitrust Guidelines for Collaborations Amongst Competitors (2000)

• collaboration amongst competitors

• International Regulations – remember to review for compliance
41



“Logic will get you from A to B. 
Imagination will take you 
everywhere.”

- Albert Einstein
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Bret A. Hrivnak
bhrivnak@hahnlaw.com

Partner

Hahn Loeser & Parks LLP

Thank You
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